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ABSTRACT An automatic photo retrieval system based on a face sketch has very useful application as to

narrow down potential suspects in criminal investigations. This is true when there is no other evident except

the face sketch that is rendered based on the recollection of a victim or eyewitness. Among the noticeable

difficulties in matching the sketch and photo due to its modality difference are the generated sketch has

some tendency of shape exaggeration, the sketch has very less accurate details and the real-world photo may

expose to lighting variation unlike the sketch. In this paper, we attempt to address these complications by

matching the sketch and photos using dynamic local feature of Difference of Gaussian Oriented Gradient

Histogram (DoGOGH) on some selected patches. To avoid discriminative power degradation due to a large

number of gallery images, two stage matching blocks are introduced in a cascaded fashion. The front block

matches the feature such that it short lists k most similar photos for the second block. In this front block,

Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) and Gabor Wavelet (GW) features are fused by maximizing the

correlation between the two using Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). Based on the short listed photos,

the following block re-matched the sketch and photos using dynamically extracted local feature on its Patch

of Interest (PoI). Eventually, the matching scores from the blocks are fused before getting rank-1 accuracy.

The experimental results on two baseline datasets indicate that the proposed method outperforms the state-

of-the-art methods. The extended evaluation on semi-forensic and forensic sketch datasets demonstrate its

usage feasibility.

INDEX TERMS Identity of interest, patch of interest, sketch-to-photo, face sketch, forensic, image retrieval,

CCA fusion, score fusion, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Face sketch image retrieval system is a system that capable

of retrieving the corresponding photo from a face sketch. It is

useful in criminal investigation to expedite the process of

narrowing down potential suspects from a large mugshots.

The system attempt to identify the Identity of Interest (IOI)

based on a sketch when there is lack of other evidence at

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Maurizio Tucci.

hand. This sketch is a hand drawn sketch that is sketched

by forensic artist merely based on the descriptions elicited

from the victim or eyewitness [1], [2]. The fact that the

face sketch is drawn based on recollection of a victim or

eyewitness, the generated sketch may not be accurate and has

some degree of shape exaggeration. The minute details are

also missing. Furthermore, the real-world mugshots may also

expose to lighting variations. Retrieving the corresponding

photo from such constraints are considerably hard because

the fact that both images are from different modality. Thus, it
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continuously attracts researchers attentions to propose a

proper method to match these kind of images. Some

researchers eliminate themodality difference by transforming

the sketch to photo or vice versa such that the images are

in the same modality before executing a matching process

(i.e., intra-modalitymatching) [3]–[13]. The other researchers

try to avoid the transformation complexity by directly repre-

sent the images using a common modality-invariant features

and hence, the similarity measure is computed based on this

representation (i.e., inter-modality matching) [14]–[19].

In the field of multimodal recognition, feature fusion based

on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [20] has attracted

researcher attention. The analysis attempts to find linear com-

binations of two different sets of feature vectors such that

it maximizes the correlation between the two. This is done

to increase the discriminative power. Based on this strategy,

it becomes very popular and many CCA-based methods have

been proposed in this research area [21]–[25]. Motivated by

these findings, we adapt the same feature fusion approach to

perform the matching. The fact that this approach does not

really consider the effect of lighting variation, shape exag-

geration and less minute details, therefore another matching

block is introduced in this paper. The block is connected

in a cascaded fashion to that CCA-based matching block

with the aims to cater those aforementioned constraints.

In the latter block, the Difference of Gaussian Oriented Gra-

dient Histogram (DoGOGH) descriptor is used for feature

extraction [26]. This is to address the illumination variance

problem. To tackle imperfections due to shape exaggeration

and less accurate details, a dynamic local feature matching

is employed on some selected patches called the Patch of

Interest (PoI). The PoI is obtained from an algorithm that is

designed to reduce the number of patches by selecting only

some meaningful patches instead of selecting the dense grid

and uniform patches across the face image.

The main contribution of this paper is the proposed Patch

of Interest (PoI). It is followed by the other two contributions

that are the dynamic local feature extraction on the PoI and the

cascaded matching blocks with score-level fusion. The con-

tributions of this paper are therefore threefold. First, we cas-

cade CCA-based feature fusion matching block (i.e., first

stage) and second stage matching block for rank-1 accuracy

improvement. The score from first stage and second stage

are fused using score-level fusion. Secondly, we propose to

match the sketch and photos only at the PoI such that it

improves matching time and accuracy. Finally, we introduce

a dynamic local feature on PoI matching method. To the best

of our knowledge, no other local feature extraction method in

the literature using this kind of approach.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

method, two baseline datasets (i.e., Chinese University of

Hong Kong (CUHK) Face Sketch Database (CUFS) and

CUHK Face Sketch FERET Database (CUFSF)) are used

in the experiment. Although these datasets are classified as

viewed sketch (i.e., drawn while viewing the photo), but

the generated sketch in the CUFS dataset still has slight

shape exaggeration while the sketch in CUFSF dataset has

more shape exaggeration and thus are closer to real forensic

sketches.

This paper is organized as follows. The related work is dis-

cussed in Section II. Then, the proposedmethod are explained

in Section III and IV. Section V outlined the experiment pro-

cedures and give a details discussion upon the performances.

Finally, Section VI concludes the results.

II. RELATED WORK

In law enforcement, the conventional method to narrow down

potential perpetrators is by the onlooker to select a few can-

didates while browsing a large number of mugshot photos.

It will obviously consume time. Apart from that, choose the

candidates using this approachmay disturb the recollection of

the onlooker in the sense that too many browsed photographs

are seen for quite some time (e.g., the onlooker experience

memory fatigue). Thus, lessen the accuracy. Alternatively,

an automatic photo retrieval system can be implemented

to speed up the selection process without sacrificing the

accuracy. To this end, a forensic sketch is required. The

sketch is a sketch drawn (i.e., on paper using charcoal pencil)

by forensic artist based merely on the descriptions elicited

from the onlooker. Lois Gibson and Karen Taylor are of

the well-known forensic artists who involve in this kind of

sketch [2], [27]. While interviewing the onlooker or the vic-

tim, the artists comprehend the descriptions given and visu-

alize it in their mind. Then the visualization is translated into

a sketch by obeying a certain procedure as in [1]. Eventually,

an electronic scanner is normally used to digitize the sketch

before employing a matching algorithm.

This research work has been pioneered by Jr and

Lobo [28]. They utilized Eigenface and Principle Compo-

nent Analysis (PCA) to match the sketch and photos. Due

to the fact that forensic sketch are always confidential,

Tang and Wang took an initiative to create a public dataset

named CUFS [3]. This is a viewed sketch (i.e., sketched

while viewing the photograph) dataset created with very less

shape exaggeration. Some time later, for research advance-

ment, another dataset called CUFSF [29] is introduced by

Zhang et al. This time, the sketches are generated with

more shape exaggeration (so that it is closer to real forensic

sketches) with the corresponding photo exposed to lighting

variations. Based on these two baseline datasets, a lot of

researchers continue proposing the new matching methods

to get better state-of-the-art performance. The fact that face

sketch and face photo are from different modality, it is

known from the literature that most of the proposed methods

are under these two main approaches: intra-modality and

inter-modality.

In the intra-modality approach, a pseudo-sketch or

pseudo-photo is generated at the preprocessing stage

before a matching process. Most of the work in this

approach were proposed by Tang and Wang [3], [4],

Liu et al. [5], Wang and Tang [7], Zhang et al. [8].

It is then followed by Gao et al. [6] and succeeding
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researchers [9], [10], [12], [13], [30]–[33]. Tang and

Wang [4] transform a photo into sketch (i.e., pseudo-sketch)

by using Eigensketch transformation algorithm before

matching. Qingshan et al. [5] proposed a synthesizing tech-

nique based on Kernel-based Nonlinear Discriminant Analy-

sis (KNDA) that preserves the local geometry. Gao et al. [6]

used Embedded Hidden Markov Models (E-HMM) to model

the nonlinear relationship between the sketch and photo while

generating the pseudo-sketch. Later, Wang and Tang [7]

proposed a synthesizing model based on Markov Random

Fields (MRF) to produce pseudo-sketch or pseudo-photo.

Zhang et al. improved this model to work under pose and

lighting variations. Gao et al. [34] proposed Sparse Neighbor

Selection (SNS) to render the initial pseudo-image and then

used Sparse Representation-based Enhancement (SRE) to

improve the quality of the synthesized image.Wang et al. [10]

introduced probability graphic model and transductive learn-

ing to minimizes the empirical loss for training samples.

Peng et al. employedMRF for multiple representations learn-

ing [11] and recently proposed Superpixel-based synthesis

method [12] to synthesize the images. This was then followed

by Cao et al. [32] who proposed Asymmetric Joint Learn-

ing (AJL) that attempts to cater for image discrepancies due

to the modality difference. Other researchers have explored

a deep learning approach to synthesize the image [30], [35],

[36]. Overall, it should be noted that the synthesizing algo-

rithms are often more complex than the recognition task

itself [37].

For the inter-modality approach, it distinct to intra-modality

approach in which it skips the synthesizing or conversion

process. Generally, there are two main approaches to extract

features: handcrafted feature [15]–[19] and deep learning

feature [38]–[43]. Here, we attempt to contribute to the

handcrafted feature approach. A common representation of

the face sketch and photo is extracted and matched. It extracts

discriminative features that are invariant to photo and sketch

modalities before performing similarity measure [15]–[19],

[26], [44]. Klare and Jain [14] proposed a local feature

extraction approach using Scale Invariant Feature Trans-

form (SIFT) descriptor. Later, this method is extended by

fusing Multiscale Local Binary Pattern (MLBP) and SIFT

with Local Feature Discriminant Analysis (LFDA) [15].

Zhang et al. proposed a new face descriptor based on Cou-

pled Information-Theoretic Encoding (CITE). Roy and Bhat-

tacharjee proposed a Local Gradient Fuzzy Pattern (LGFP)

for sketch to photo matching. This was then followed by

Peng et al. [45], [46] who proposed a method that considers

the facial spatial structure while extracting the features for

matching.

Most of the proposed methods in inter-modality approach

describe the image using local features concatenation as

in [15]. First, the image is divided equally into patches.

Then, the feature extraction is done on each patch (i.e., local

features). These local features are then concatenated to build

a full feature vector that represents the image. Recently,

Haghighat et al. [25] fuse two feature vectors to obtain

a single feature vector. This is to make the feature vector

more discriminative than the original separated feature. The

proposed method uses a popular local descriptors called

Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [47] and global

descriptors called Gabor Wavelet (GW) features [48]. This

GW features is said to be robust against illumination change

and hence make it relevant to solve one of the aforemen-

tioned problems. They fused the features based on Canoni-

cal Correlation Analysis (CCA) technique proposed by [20].

Our proposed method (illustrated in Fig. 1) is based on this

approach. We cascade another matching block (after the first

matching block) that is able to cater slight shape exaggera-

tion effects. Eventually, the score from the first block and

the second block are fused to give the final score. Patch

of Interest (PoI) is also introduced here to deal with the

processing time consumption, higher feature dimension and

noise inclusion.

III. CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS FEATURE

FUSION AND MATCHING

In order to make use of local descriptors, the face images

need to be aligned. Directly match unaligned image pairs will

result in poor matching accuracy. The face images are nor-

mally aligned by performing translation, rotation and scaling

such that the two eyes are positioned at a fixed reference

points [14], [15]. Klare et al. [15] reported that the outer

regions (e.g., hairline and chin) of forensic sketches are more

salient than the inner regions (e.g., eyes, nose, and mouth).

It means that the outer region is more discriminative than

the inner regions. Following to these findings, here, three

fiducial points from the outer region are used to align the

face images. The points are at left and right face edge (i.e.,

on horizontal line of the eyes) and chin tip. The alignment is

done by employing affine transformation based on these three

points.

Motivated by the recent findings, Haghighat et al. [25]

managed to produce a more discriminative feature vector

after combining two different input features. They fused the

features based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

technique proposed in [20]. The proposed method uses

a popular local descriptors called Histograms of Oriented

Gradients (HOG) [47] and global descriptors called Gabor

Wavelet (GW) features [48]. This GW features is robust

against image that is effected by lighting variation. Hence,

make it suitable for this application. This paper extends

the approach (later becomes the first matching block) such

that it can cater slight shape exaggeration effects. The

details of HOG feature extraction, GW feature extraction and

CCA feature fusion technique are provided in the following

subsections.

A. HISTOGRAM OF ORIENTED GRADIENT

The first feature for the feature fusion is Histogram of

Oriented Gradient (HOG) that is introduced by Dalal

and Trigg [47]. This descriptor is initially proposed for

human detection and has been tested to work well in face
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FIGURE 1. The proposed face sketch image retrieval system. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) and Gabor Wavelet (GW) features are fused by
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) in the first matching block. Then, the Static Difference of Gaussian Oriented Gradient Histogram (S-DoGOGH) and
Dynamic Difference of Gaussian Oriented Gradient Histogram (D-DoGOGH) features are extracted on the Patch of Interest (PoI) in the second matching
block. The scores from both matching blocks are fused and the short listed photos from the first matching block are re-sorted as the final result. K is the
size of gallery and k is the number of short listed photos.

recognition [49]. To extract the feature, let I (x, y) be the

grayscale aligned image (i.e., using three fiducial points).

Next, the histogram of the gradient vectors is computed on

each pixel of the image. The following equation formulates

the gradient vectors:

h
I (x, y) =

[

Gx(x, y)

Gy(x, y)

]

=







∂I (x, y)

∂x
∂I (x, y)

∂y






(1)

This gradient vectors
`
I (x, y) are used to further compute

the gradient orientation θ I (x, y) and magnitude |` I (x, y)| of
each pixel in the image using the following formula:

θ I (x, y) = tan−1
Gy(x, y)

Gx(x, y)
∈ [−π, π] (2)

|
h

I (x, y)| =
√

Gx(x, y)2 + Gy(x, y)2 (3)

Let FH = [fa, . . . , fM ] be the extracted feature vector

of image I (x, y) where a = 1, 2 . . . ,M . To extract the

feature locally, the gradient orientation θ I (x, y) and magni-

tude |` I (x, y)| are divided equally into a set of M small

overlapping patches. Each patch contains 2×2 cells. On each
cell, the gradient magnitude |` I (x, y)| of all pixel positions
within the cell is accumulated in evenly spaced bins ranges

from -π to π (i.e., to cater light-to-dark and dark-to-light

transitions). The accumulation is based on it respective ori-

entation θ I (x, y). Each cell produces an oriented gradient his-

togram, c to build fa = [c11, c12, c21, c22]. Then, the feature

vector fa is normalized using L1-norm normalization scheme

as follows:
f ′a =

fa

‖fa‖1 + ǫ
(4)

where ǫ is a small constant. The extraction process is repeated

for all patches across the image and these feature vectors are

concatenated to build a HOG descriptor. Algorithm 1 shows

the extraction details.

Algorithm 1 HOG Feature Extraction Method

Input: Aligned face image I (x, y).

Step 1: Preprocessing. Convert the image into grayscale.

Step 2: Orientation and Magnitude Computation. Compute

orientation θ I (x, y) and magnitude |` I (x, y)| of each pixel

on the I (x, y) image using Equation 2 and 3, respectively.

Step 3: Extract Features. Divide the orientation θ I (x, y) and

magnitude |` I (x, y)| into small overlapping patches of size

N × N . Let P = [pa, . . . , pM ] be the patches where a =
1, 2 . . . ,M and M is the total number of patches.

for each: pa ∈ P
1: Initialize f ha = [].

2: f ha ← |
`
Ia| according to θIa.

3: Normalize the f ha using L1-norm as in Equation 4.

Concatenate these feature vectors f ′ha to build a HOG descrip-

tor FH = [f ′ha , . . . , f ′hM ]T .

Output: FH .

B. GABOR WAVELET FEATURES

The second feature for the feature fusion is Gabor

Wavelet (GW) features. This feature is robust against illu-

mination change and has been proven to work effectively

in face recognition [48], [50]. Moreover, it also appropri-

ate for texture representation and segmentation [51], [52].
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The complex Gabor function in spatial domain is given by

B(x, y) = S(x, y)W (x, y) (5)

where S(x, y) is a complex sinusoid (i.e., the carrier) and

W (x, y) is a 2D Gaussian function (i.e., the envelope). The

carrier S(x, y) and the envelopeW (x, y) are defined as

S(x, y) = exp(j2π fx ′ + φ) (6)

W (x, y) = L exp(−(α2x ′2 + β2y′2)) (7)

and

x ′ = x cos θ + y sin θ

y′ = −x sin θ + y cos θ (8)

where f is the central frequency of the carrier, φ is the phase

of the carrier, L is the scaling factor for the magnitude of the

Gaussian envelope and θ is the rotation angle of the Gaussian

envelope. α and β are the sharpness of the Gaussian major

axis and minor axis, respectively. The details are explained

in [50].

To extract the feature, let I (x, y) be the grayscale aligned

image (i.e., using three fiducial points). The feature is

obtained by convolving the image I (x, y) with the Gabor

kernel B(x, y) as defined in (5). The convolution process is

defined as

I ′u,v(x, y) = I (x, y) ∗ Bu,v(x, y) (9)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator and I ′u,v(x, y)
denotes the convolved images at different orientations u and

scales v. The magnitude |I ′u,v(x, y)| of each I ′u,v(x, y) is then
downsampled, normalized and reshaped (by concatenating

the rows or columns [53]) to be the feature vectors f bu,v.

Eventually, the Gabor Wavelet (GW) feature, FB is built

by concatenating the feature vectors f bu,v for all orientations

and scales. This is referred to as a global feature extraction

method because there is no patch by patch feature extraction.

Algorithm 2 shows the feature extraction method in step by

step manner.

C. CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS FEATURE FUSION

To make the feature vector more discriminative, two fea-

ture vectors are combined into a single feature vector as

proposed by Haghighat et al. [25]. They fused the features

based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) technique

proposed by [20]. The two vectors are HOG,FH andGW,FB.

These vectors comewith high dimension. Directly computing

CCA on high dimensional feature vector is computational

expensive. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [54] is an

effective dimensionality reduction technique used to reduce

the feature vector dimension. Hence, it is employed here. The

correlation is then analyzed using CCA.

In multivariate analysis, CCA is used to maximize the

correlation between two sets of variables. It identifies and

quantifies the correlation between the sets based on a lin-

ear combination of the variables. Here, suppose that X ∈
R
p×n and Y ∈ R

q×n are two matrices, each contains n

Algorithm 2 GW Feature Extraction Method

Input: Aligned face image I (x, y).

Step 1: Preprocessing. Convert the image into grayscale.

Step 2: Wavelet Generation. Create Gabor Wavelet kernels

Bu,v(x, y) by using Equation 5 as many as U × V (number

of orientation × number of scale). Let u = 1, . . . ,U and

v = 1, . . . ,V .

Step 3:Convolution Process. Convolve the image I (x, y) with

each Gabor Wavelet kernel in Bu,v(x, y) as in Equation 9.

Resulting I ′u,v(x, y).
Step 4: Build Feature Vectors. Compute the magnitudes

|I ′u,v(x, y)| of I ′u,v(x, y). Then, downsample and normalize

it to zero mean and unit variance. Reshape the result by

column-wise concatenation to build the feature vectors f bu,v.

Step 5: Concatenation Process. Concatenate these feature

vectors, f bu,v for all orientations and scales to build Gabor

Wavelet (GW) feature vector FB = [(f b1,1)
T , . . . , (f bU ,V )

T ]T .

Output: FB.

training feature vectors from two different descriptors. Let

X = [FH1 , . . . ,FHn ] be the feature matrix for HOG and

Y = [FB1 , . . . ,FBn ] be the feature matrix for GW. Based on

these two matrices, the covariance matrix is defines as

6 =
[

cov(X ,X ) cov(X ,Y )

cov(Y ,X ) cov(Y ,Y )

]

=
[

6XX 6XY

6YX 6YY

]

(10)

where 6XX and 6YY denote the within class covariance

matrices of X and Y, respectively. 6XY and 6YX denote the

between class covariance matrices of X and Y, respectively.

The CCA attempts to find the coefficient vectors wX and wY
for the linear combinations of X and Y (i.e., X ′ = wTXX and

Y ′ = wTYY ) such that it maximizes the correlation between

the two. For that, the coefficient vectors wX and wY need to

be computed such that the correlation (11) between X ′ and Y ′

is maximized.

Corr(X ′,Y ′) = wTX6XYwY
√

wTX6XXwX

√

wTY6YYwY

(11)

The coefficient vectors wX and wY (i.e., the transforma-

tion matrices) are the eigenvectors with the maximum eigen-

value of the matrix6−1XX6XY6−1YY 6YX and6−1YY 6YX6−1XX6XY ,

respectively. The transformed features (i.e., X ′ and Y ′) are
then fused by concatenation as in (12) into a single feature

vector, FHB.

FHB = [X ′,Y ′] = [wTXX ,wTYY ] (12)

D. THE FIRST MATCHING BLOCK

In order to match the feature vector of a sketch with the fea-

ture vectors of a set of photos, let XP = [F
H (P)
1 , . . . ,F

H (P)
n ]

and Y P = [F
B(P)
1 , . . . ,F

B(P)
n ] be the extracted feature vec-

tors from the photos using HOG and GW, respectively.

From (12), the feature vectors are fused to become FHB(P) =
[wTXX

P,wTYY
P]. Now, let XS = FH (S) and Y S = FB(S)

be the extracted feature for the sketch using HOG and GW,
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respectively. From (12), by using the derived transformation

matrices wX and wY (i.e., based on XP and Y P), the sketch

features are transformed and fused to become FHB(S) =
[wTXX

S ,wTYY
S ]. Then, the L2-distance is measured between

the sketch feature vector FHB(S) and the photo feature vec-

tors FHB(P). The classification here is based on the nearest

neighbour (i.e., based on the smallest distance). Refer to

Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 First Block Matching Algorithm

Input: The fused sketch feature vector FHB(S); The fused

photo feature vector F
HB(P)
g where g = 1, 2, . . . ,K . K is the

size of gallery.

Step 1: Calculate the L2-distance d ′g between FHB(S) and

F
HB(P)
g as follows:

d ′g = ‖FHB(S) − FHB(P)g ‖22 (13)

Step 2: Sort d ′g in ascending order. Let d ′gs be the sorted

distance where gs is the sorted indexes.

Output: The sorted distances, d ′gs and indexes, gs.

After the indexes have been sorted, nearest neighbour is

used to short list k number of photos based on the first k

sorted indexes gs. The selected indexes are now pointing to

the photos that have the highest similarity against the probe

sketch. Later, the second matching block performs the match

based on these photos (a total of k) for rank-1 accuracy

improvement.

IV. PATCH OF INTEREST DYNAMIC LOCAL FEATURE

MATCHING

In the intra-modality approach, a pseudo-photo or

pseudo-sketch (i.e., pseudo-image) is synthesized using a

synthesizing algorithm. The algorithm is normally com-

plex. It synthesize the probe image such that the generated

pseudo-image looks visually similar to that the probe image

(including the shape position) but in different modality. This

is intuitively naive. Matching this kind of pseudo-image with

its corresponding pair using insensitive shape exaggeration

descriptors may result in a low matching rate even though

both images are in the same modality. It even worse when

the face sketch is rendered with higher degrees of shape

exaggeration. Similarly, for inter-modality approach, shape

exaggeration effects are usually ignored. In this approach,

local feature extraction strategy is among the popular method

to extract the features [15]. The features are extracted from

static patches independently for the sketch and for the photo.

This may cause improper feature representation for the cur-

rent patch when the corresponding sketch contains shape

exaggeration. Thus, reducing the retrieval accuracy.

In order to ensure a better retrieval rate, there are two

observed problems that require proper treatment: illumi-

nation difference and shape exaggeration. To tackle the

illumination problem, we propose so that the image is

represented by Difference of Gaussian Oriented Gradient

Histogram (DoGOGH) feature [26]. This is because

DoGOGH has been proven to perform effectively on match-

ing face sketch to photo with illumination effects [26]. For

the latter problem, we propose such that the local feature

vector is extracted dynamically (i.e., based on a reference

patch) using dynamic local feature extraction method [44].

This is to cater a possibility of the exaggerated shape resides

in the neighbouring patches. Hence, matching is made up

on the appropriate pairs. The fact that forensic sketch has

some degrees of abstraction with less accurate details and

has non-linear mapping properties, directly match the entire

extracted features from local patches seems to be unfair.

It may consume longer matching time due to higher feature

dimension and may also match unnecessary patch pairs

(i.e., noise inclusion). To address this, we propose Patch of

Interest (PoI) dynamic local feature extraction and matching

method.

A. PATCH OF INTEREST

Visualizing a face of unknown person in mind without seeing

it requires a full face descriptions that are emphasized on

the unique facial features of that person. Similarly, gener-

ating a forensic sketch also requires all those features to

be elicited from the eyewitness. Based on the observation,

forensic sketch (i.e., hand-drawn) is literally a composition of

strokes (with a certain curve, intensity and thickness to make

up a shape) and the blurring shadows (mostly stressed around

the shapes to realize the sketch). Matching only at Patch of

Interest (PoI) may be a solution to improve the processing

time, reduce feature dimension and minimize noise inclusion.

In this work, PoI is defined as a local patch with the

centre point positioned at any point on the edges of intensity

face image. In order to identify the point, an edge detector

is required. Based on the study and comparison of popular

edge detection method done by [55], the article reported that

Canny edge detection algorithm performs better than oth-

ers (i.e., Laplacian of Gaussian, Sobel, Prewitt and Robert).

Based on this result, the Canny edge detection algorithm is

extended in this work to output the centre points of the PoI.

Hence, be another proposed method. The algorithm is

outlined in Algorithm 4. In brief, a grey sketch image

(as in Fig. 2 (a)) is loaded and transformed into a line

sketch image (as in Fig. 2 (b)) using Canny edge detection

(i.e., step 1 to 4). Then, the PoI centre points are localized

using the extended steps (i.e., step 5 to 9).

B. DYNAMIC LOCAL FEATURE EXTRACTION ON PoI

Generated facial sketch is usually exposed to some degree

of shape exaggeration (especially on forensic sketch). This

may cause the local feature to experience the same exag-

geration effects, thus lower the retrieval rate. If the feature

is extracted from a proper local position, the retrieval rate

could be increased due to the fact that the feature matching

is made on the true pairs. To address this, here, we use

dynamic local feature extraction as described in [44]. In the

context of matching sketch to photo, dynamic local feature
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Algorithm 4 PoI Center Points Localization

Initialize δ = selected distance, ι = 0, Tl and Th. Tl and Th
are the lower and higher threshold, respectively. λ is defined

as the length of vector d .

Step 1: Image Smoothing. Convolve the image I (x, y) with a

5× 5 Gaussian filter Gσ (x, y) to remove the noise.

Gσ (x, y) =
1

σ
√
2π

exp
− x2+y2

2σ2 (14)

Î (x, y) = I (x, y) ∗ Gσ (x, y) (15)

Step 2: Orientation and Magnitude Computation. Convolve

the smoothened image Î (x, y) with a Sobel kernel in hor-

izontal and vertical directions to obtain first derivative in

horizontal direction Gx(x, y) and vertical direction Gy(x, y),

respectively. Then, compute the direction and magnitude for

each pixel as follows:

θG(x, y) = tan−1
Gy(x, y)

Gx(x, y)
∈ [−π, π] (16)

|G(x, y)| =
√

Gx(x, y)2 + Gy(x, y)2 (17)

Step 3: Non-Maximum Suppression. In the magnitude

|G(x, y)|, at each pixel, remove (i.e., set to zero) the

pixel if it is not a local maximum among its neighbor-

hood in the direction of gradient θG(x, y). Let the result

be Ĝ(x, y).

Step 4:Hysteresis Thresholding. In Ĝ(x, y), pixel with magni-

tude less than Tl is discarded (i.e., set to zero) and pixel with

magnitude in between Tl and Th is discarded (i.e., set to zero)

if it is not connected to the pixel with magnitude higher than

Th. All other pixels is set to one. The result will be a binary

image, IBW (x, y).

Step 5: Points Initialization. All the white pixel coordinates

from IBW (x, y) are initialized as ζ = [x, y] where x =
[

x1, x2, . . . , xj, . . . , xρ
]T
, y =

[

y1, y2, . . . , yj, . . . , yρ
]T

and

j = 1, 2, . . . , ρ. ρ is the vector length.

Step 6: Point Selection. Extract out the first point from

ζ into D, where Dι+1 = [x1, y1] (as the first center

of Patch of Interest) and reconstruct ζ = [x̂, ŷ] where

x̂ =
[

x2, . . . , xρ
]T

and ŷ =
[

y2, . . . , yρ
]T
. Hence,

ζ =
[

[x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂i, . . . , x̂λ]
T , [ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ŷλ]

T ]
]

where i = 1, 2, . . . , λ and λ = ρ − 1.

Step 7:DistanceMeasure. Compute the distances, di between

the selected point (in Step 6) and all other points.

di =
√

(x1 − x̂i)2 + (y1 − ŷi)2 (18)

Step 8: Close Points Removal. Update ζ by removing all

points that have distance lesser than δ.

ζ = [xj, yj] = [xi, yi] =
{

[x̂i, ŷi], if di ≥ δ

remove, otherwise
(19)

Algorithm 4 (Continued.) PoI Center Points Localization

where j = 1, 2, . . . , ρnew is the new index of i due to the

re-indexing process. ρ ≤ λ.

Step 9: Repeat from Step 6 while ζ is not empty.

Output: D = [D1,D2, . . . ,DM ]T where M is the number of

valid points (i.e., later be the number of patches) extracted

from ζ .

FIGURE 2. Example of the interest points selection; (a) the input sketch,
(b) line sketch, and (c) the plotted points after selection.

extraction extracts feature vector from local patch (of the

photo) dynamically based on a reference feature vector

(extracted from sketch) at the same local position.

In order to extract the feature, we utilize DoGOGHdescrip-

tor [26]. Let FS = [f Sm , . . . , f SM ] and FP = [f Pm , . . . , f PM ]

denote the feature vector extracted from the sketch IS (x, y)

and photo IP(x, y), respectively. Here, m = 1, . . . ,M where

M is the total number of Patch of Interest (PoI). For the

sketch features, the static local feature extraction method is

employed (i.e., S-DoGOGH) as in [26]. We call this method

as static extraction method because the features are extracted

out from patches at fixed local position. In addition to that,

another local feature extractionmethod as in [44] is employed

(i.e., D-DoGOGH) to extract dynamic feature from the photo.

To dynamically extract the feature vector f Pm from photo, let

consider F ′P = [f Pml, . . . , f
P
ML]. Here, l = 1, . . . ,L where

L is the total number of patch candidates (i.e., the target

and its neighbouring patches). First, localize the PoI center

points D by using Algorithm 4 on the sketch IS (x, y). These

points (represent the center pixel of the patches) are assigned

as the target points. Then, for the sketch, extract DoGOGH

feature FS on these points (which later be the reference

feature for dynamic extraction on photo). Similarly, for the

photo, extract DoGOGH feature F ′P on these points and its

neighbouring points as what has been proposed in [44]. Based

on these feature vectors, the distances between f Sm and f Pml
are computed using L1-distance measure. The feature vector

from f Pml that has the smallest distance against f Sm is chosen to

represent the current patch feature vector f Pm . This process is

repeated for all patches across the image to construct FP.

C. THE SECOND MATCHING BLOCK

In order to improve the rank-1 matching accuracy, the k short

listed images from the first matching block are re-matched
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using Patch of Interest (PoI) dynamic local feature. Let FP

be the dynamic extracted feature vector for photo and FS be

the static extracted feature vector from the sketch, respec-

tively. Now, let FPg = [FP1 , . . . ,FPk ] denote the short listed

photo features from the gallery. Next, the L1-distance (i.e.,

the score) is measured between the sketch feature vector FS

and the photo feature vectors FPg . Fusion of the two scores

(from the first matching block and second matching block)

are done by first normalizing the scores using min-max nor-

malization. In this case, the gallery size has been reduced to

contain a total of k subjects. Therefore, there will be k scores

that represent the distances between the probe sketch and all

the photos in the gallery. Then, the sum-of-scores method is

used to fuse the normalized scores from the first matching

block and second matching block. Refer Algorithm 5 for the

details. Eventually, the retrieval rate is computed based on the

new score.

Algorithm 5 : Second Block Matching Algorithm

Input: Sketch feature vector FS ; Photo feature vector FPg ,

where g = 1, 2, . . . , k and k is the number of short listed

photos; and k short listed score d ′g = d ′gs .
Step 1: Calculate the L1-distance d

′′
g between FS and FPg as

follows:
d ′′g = ‖FS − FPg ‖1 (20)

Step 2: Normalize the scores d ′g and d
′′
g using min-max nor-

malization technique as follows:

d̂ = d − dmin
dmax − dmin

(21)

Step 3: Fuse the min-max normalized scores d̂ ′g and d̂
′′
g (from

Step 2) using sum-score fusion technique as follows:
SFg = d̂ ′g + d̂ ′′g (22)

Output: The fused score, SFg.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method,

a dataset with illumination and shape exaggeration effects

should be considered. For that, two benchmark datasets were

used; CUHK Face Sketch Database (CUFS) and CUHK Face

Sketch FERET Database (CUFSF). The sketches in both

datasets were observed to have been rendered with shape

exaggeration. Between the two, the sketches in the CUFS

dataset has almost no shape exaggeration and the sketches in

the CUFSF dataset has some degrees of shape exaggeration

as to mimic real forensic sketches. These datasets are in

Viewed Sketch category in which the artist sketched the face

while viewing the photo. Fig. 3 (a) to (d) show the example

sketch and its corresponding photo for Viewed Sketch. The

evaluation was eventually extended to Semi-Forensic Sketch

(IIIT-Delhi Semi-forensic Sketch Database (IIIT-D)) and

Forensic Sketch (PRIP Hand-Drawn Composite (PRIP-HDC)

dataset (PRIP)) datasets. This is to investigate the feasibility

of the proposed method beyond the Viewed Sketch. The Semi-

Forensic Sketch is the sketch drawn by an artist without

the descriptions from others but solely from their memory

after viewing the photo while the Forensic Sketch is rendered

based on the verbal descriptions given by the eyewitness.

Fig. 3 (e) and Fig. 3 (f) show the example sketch and its

corresponding photo for Semi-Forensic Sketch and Forensic

Sketch, respectively. The fact that the proposed method does

not require a training phase, thus all available samples were

used for testing.

CUHK Face Sketch Database (CUFS) was prepared

by [3], [7]. It contains 606 image pairs from CUHK student

dataset [56] (188 image pairs), AR dataset [57] (123 image

pairs) and XM2VTS dataset [58] (295 image pairs). The

photos are in frontal pose with a neutral expression, and under

normal lighting condition. Another database is CUHK Face

Sketch FERETDatabase (CUFSF) [7], [29]. It is drawn based

on 1,194 photos from the FERET database [59]. The sketches

are generated with shape exaggeration and some of the photo

are exposed to lighting variation. IIIT-Delhi Semi-forensic

Sketch Database (IIIT-D) database was developed by [60].

It comprises 140 Semi-Forensic Sketch pairs; 65 from IIIT-D

student and staff, 34 from FG-NET and 41 from CUHK

database. Out of all, only 106 (IIIT-D student and staff +
CUHK) semi-forensic image pairs are available for testing

in this work. The Pattern Recognition and Image Process-

ing (PRIP) Hand-Drawn Composite (PRIP-HDC) dataset is

another database used in the evaluation. It was prepared

by [61]. It consists of 265 hand-drawn Forensic Sketch pairs.

Of the 265 total sketches, 116 were drawn by [1] and [2],

102 sketches were provided by Pinellas County Sheriff’s

Office (PCSO) and Michigan State Police. The remaining

47 sketches were downloaded from the Internet. Due to the

intellectual property (IP) issue, only 47 sketches pair from

the Internet is released to researchers.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The sketches and photos are affine transformed to a fixed

reference points Etr = [r1, r2, r3] = [(15, 80), (126, 80),

(71, 161)] based on the defined fiducial points. Then,

the images are cropped to size 175 × 140 pixels. In the

first matching block, fifty percent overlapping patch of size

16×16 is used for HOG feature extraction in this experiment.

With this setting, a total of 320 patches (i.e., M = 320)

per image is obtained. For HOG computation, the number

of orientation bins are set to 18 and each patch is divided

into 4 cells to yield a 72M concatenated feature descriptor.

Another descriptor is built based on Gabor Wavelet (GW)

feature. Here, forty Gabor filters are used (i.e., five scales

and eight orientations) and the feature images are downsam-

pled by a factor of four. In the second matching block, for

DoGOGH computation, the two different widths used in the

Gaussian kernel Gσ (x, y) are σ1 = 1 and σ2 = 2 [26].

The neighbouring patch searching coverage dp in [44] is

set to 4 pixels while the selected distance δ in Algorithm 4
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FIGURE 3. Examples of viewed, semi-forensic, and forensic sketch pair. Viewed sketch: (a) CUHK, (b) AR, (c) XM2VTS, (d) FERET. Semi-Forensic
sketch: (e) IIIT-D. Forensic sketch: (f) PRIP. Note that (a), (b) and (c) are from CUFS dataset while (d) is from CUFSF dataset.

is set to 8 pixels. The values of hysteresis thresholding in

Algorithm 4 are chosen by using a histogram approach (i.e.,

MATLAB default settings), where the gradient magnitude

is binned into 64 levels, and the threshold is based on a

percentile of the gradient values (the 70% level is the high

threshold), and 28% (0.4 of the 70%) is the level for the lower

threshold. The number of short listed photos k in Algorithm 5

is assigned to 10. All other settings and parameters used in

this experiments are elaborated in the following sub-section.

Note that the experiments are conducted using MATLAB

R2016b under Windows 10 Pro 64 with 3.6GHz quad-cores

processor and 16GB RAM.

B. RESULTS

Here, a Cumulative Match Curve (CMC) (as in Algorithm 6)

is used to evaluate the performance. This is a commonly used

evaluation tool by most of the researchers in this field [11],

[14], [15], [18], [61]–[67]. It measures the percentage of cor-

rect identity cumulatively across the ranks. Rank-1 accuracy

simply means the percentage of correct match that is merely

based on the smallest distance (i.e., similar to retrieval rate).

Rank-k accuracy gives the retrieval rate that the correct match

can be retrieved within the first k smallest distances. For

example, if rank-k percentage is at 100%, it simply means

that the proposed method is able to short list k face candidates

without mistake (i.e., the correct match resides in the short

listed photos).

In order to show the retrieval rate improvement of the

proposed method progressively from the baseline descriptor

(i.e., Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)), the perfor-

mance comparison is generated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b

show the retrieval rate (based on CMC) for the first ten

ranks obtained on CUFS and CUFSF datasets, respectively.

From the Fig. 4a, the retrieval rate improvement pattern is

less obvious because the dataset has very less illumination

Algorithm 6 : Cumulative Match Curve (CMC) Algorithm

Input: Distance Matrix, DistS×P where S is the number of

rows (sketches) and P is the number of columns (photos). The

ranks Rank1×Pj = [Rank1, . . . ,RankP] = [0, . . . , 0] (i.e.,

Rank-1 to Rank-P is set to zero). Initialize s = 1.

Step 1: Distance Labelling. Let dist1×Ps be the sth row of

DistS×P and lbl1×Ps be the labelling indexes ranges from 1

(smallest distance) to P (largest distance). Label the lbl1×Ps

according to the distances in dist1×Ps .

Step 2: Score Binning. Let all the ranks Rank1×Pj be the bins

and let lbl1×Ps = ls,p = [ls,1, . . . ls,P]. Get the index value iv
from lbls,p at s = p (i.e., the correct pair). Add 1 to the Rankj
(jth bin) where j = iv as the following:

Rankj = Rankj + 1 (23)

Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 for the next s until s = S.

Step 4: Score Accumulation. Accumulate the score by using

the following formula iteratively from j = 1 to P

Rankj = Rankj−1 + Rankj, Rank0 = 0 (24)

Step 5: Percentage Computation. Compute the ranks percent-

age by using the following formula:

Rankj =
Rankj

S
× 100, 0 < j ≤ P (25)

Output: The ranks Rank1×Pj .

effects and shape exaggeration. But, the proposed method

shows a comparable accuracy on that dataset. On the other

dataset, Fig. 4b indicates progressive retrieval rate improve-

ment pattern from Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)

descriptor towards the proposed method (i.e., CCA Fusion+
D-DoGOGH on PoI). Note that the CUFSF dataset is
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FIGURE 4. Retrieval rate (CMC) comparison from the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [47] towards the proposed method evaluated on (a) CUFS
dataset and (b) CUFSF dataset. HOG is extended to Difference of Gaussian Oriented Gradient Histogram (DoGOGH) [26], then DoGOGH is extended
further to Cascaded DoGOGH (C-DoGOGH) [44]. HOG and Gabor Wavelet (GW) features are fused using CCA (CCA Fusion) and finally is the proposed
method (CCA Fusion + D-DoGOGH on PoI).

prepared with shape exaggeration for the sketches and with

illumination effects for the photos. By using the proposed

method, the rank-1 accuracy is improved to 95.48% as a prove

that the proposed method can cater for illumination effects

and shape exaggeration.

Next, the accuracy comparison of the proposed method

with the state-of-the-art method is tabulated in Table 1. From

the table, it can be clearly seen that the proposed method

outperforms the other methods (i.e., based on the reported

accuracy from the respective publications). Note that the pro-

posed method does not require any training or synthesizing

process and thus suitable for real time application. The pro-

posedmethod belongs to inter-modality approach. Due to that

fact, the comparison is also made on several inter-modality

approaches that include Multi-feature Cannonical Cor-

relation Analysis (MCCA), Coupled Information-Theoric

Encoding (CITE), Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)

+ Multiscale Local Binary Pattern (MLBP), Local Radon

Binary Pattern (LRBP), and Local Difference of Gaussian

Binary Pattern (LDoGBP). The fact that deep learned network

can also extract effective feature, we adopted the Siamese

CNN architecture based on the pre-trained models (i.e., two

identical networks) for feature extraction and we compute the

similarity of the features using L1-distance as what has been

evaluated by [44]. The accuracies were inserted in Table 1 for

additional comparison.

From the rank-1 accuracies summarized in Table 1, CCA

Fusion with D-DoGoGH on PoI matchingmethod has outper-

formed the state-of-the-art methods when tested on viewed

sketch datasets (i.e., CUFS and CUFSF). However, for

real world application, forensic sketch is used instead of

the viewed sketch. In order to test the feasibility of the

proposed method beyond the viewed sketch, the experi-

mental evaluation was extended to semi-forensic dataset

(i.e., IIIT-D) and the forensic dataset (i.e., PRIP). Table 2 tab-

ulates the results. The comparison was made between CCA

Fusion (our baseline) and CCA Fusion with D-DoGoGH

on PoI matching methods. This is because the CCA

Fusion matching method has outperformed the state-of-the-

art methods (e.g., MCCA [68], CITE [29], LRBP [17],

LDoGBP [69], and C-DoGOGH [44]) and thus be the base-

line for the improved matching method (i.e., CCA Fusion

with D-DoGoGH on PoI). From Table 2, the results demon-

strate that the accuracy improvement for viewed sketch is

not significant in comparison with the semi forensic and

forensic sketch. The accuracy improvement of 66.77% is

observed for forensic sketch to reach 10.64% rank-1 accuracy

from 6.38%. Based on that observation, the feasibility of

the proposed method on real forensic application can be

considered as applicable for rank-1 accuracy improvement.

To ensure results reproducibility, only retrievable 106 image

pairs from the IIIT-D dataset and 47 image pairs from

PRIP are considered. Based on this fact, in this evaluation,

there is no comparison made to any state-of-the-art methods

(i.e., for semi-forensic and forensic) as the testing samples

used are mostly not retrievable (some are confidential as it

belongs to the law enforcement authority), thus making up

unfair comparison if the reported accuracies are included

here.

To further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed

method on forensic sketch, we extend the number of gallery

images (in PRIP dataset) from 47 to 1953 mugshots. This is

done by combining all available photo samples (606 from

CUFS, 1194 from CUFSF, 106 from IIIT-D and 47 from

PRIP) in this work. The extension is made due to the fact

that we want to mimic the real world forensic searching

process in which the size of the extended gallery represent

the mugshot database of a law enforcement agency. Similarly,
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TABLE 1. Rank-1 accuracy comparison between the state-of-the-art methods on CUFS and CUFSF datasets. These accuracies were based on what have
been reported in the respective literature except for the deep learning approaches marked with asterisk.

TABLE 2. Rank-1 accuracy comparison between CCA Fusion and CCA Fusion with D-DoGoGH on PoI matching methods evaluated on semi-forensic and
forensic sketches.

in this evaluation, the comparison was made between CCA

Fusion and CCA Fusion with D-DoGoGH on PoI matching

methods. Here, the value of k in Algorithm 5 is set to 50.

This is because we want to improve the retrieval rate accuracy

based on the 50 short listed suspects. Fig. 5a shows the

retrieval rate comparison for the first fifty ranks between

the two methods. With the gallery size extended, the rank-1

accuracy for CCA Fusion matching method dropped from

6.38% to 4.26%. However, the CCA Fusion with D-DoGoGH

on PoI matching method improve the rank-1 accuracy back

to 6.38% (three out of forty-seven forensic sketches were

identified at rank-1). In addition to that, the proposed method

could roughly identify thirteen suspects if the consideration is

made on the first eleven ranks. Overall, at rank-1, the results

demonstrate that the CCA Fusion with D-DoGoGH on PoI

matching method performs approximately 4% better than the

CCA Fusion matching method on PRIP dataset and approx-

imately 2% better than the CCA Fusion matching method

on extended mugshot for PRIP dataset. Examples of forensic

sketch with its corresponding photo match cases in which

the proposed method improved the performance can be found

in Fig. 5b.
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FIGURE 5. Retrieval rate for the proposed method on forensic sketch (from PRIP) with extended number of mugshots. The number of
mugshots were extended from 47 (merely from PRIP) to 1953 (combining all available mugshot samples in this work: 606 from CUFS,
1194 from CUFSF, 106 from IIIT-D and 47 from PRIP). This is to ensure result reproducibility.

TABLE 3. Rank-1 accuracy and several average measurements comparison between CCA Fusion, CCA Fusion with D-DoGOGH and CCA Fusion with
D-DoGOGH on PoI matching methods. CUFSF (1194 image pairs) dataset is used here.

In terms of average matching time, Table 3 tabulates the

time comparison between CCA Fusion, CCA Fusion with

D-DoGOGH and CCA Fusion with D-DoGOGH on PoI

matching methods. From the table, CCA Fusion matching

method requires 0.3495 seconds to perform the matching.

Next, the result indicates that a combination of CCA Fusion

and D-DoGOGH in a cascaded fashion is capable of improv-

ing the rank-1 accuracy by 1.43% but requires additional time

of 0.8205 seconds to perform the matching. This is due to its

high average number of patch and long feature dimension.

The proposed method (i.e., CCA Fusion with D-DoGOGH

on PoI) demonstrates better rank-1 accuracy of 95.48% with

lesser average number of patch, feature dimension andmatch-

ing time as compared to the CCA Fusion with D-DoGOGH

matching method that give rank-1 accuracy at 95.23%.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new approach for face sketch

image retrieval using two stage matching blocks that are

arranged in a cascaded fashion. Experiments on the CUFS

and CUFSF databases have been conducted to evaluate the

efficacy of the proposed method and the results indicate that

the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art meth-

ods. To narrow down the most similar candidates from a big

gallery images, in the first matching block, CCA is employed

to fuse HOG and GW features into a single vector such

that it becomes more discriminative (i.e., correlation between

the features are maximized). Then, matching algorithm is

executed based on these features. To improve the accuracy

further, in the second matching block, we re-matched the

sketch and photos using dynamically extracted local feature

on its Patch of Interest (PoI). By doing this, the shape exag-

geration is catered and the large feature dimension is reduced.

In terms of the illumination effects, it is tackled by Gabor

Wavelet (GW) feature in the first stage and Difference of

Gaussian Oriented Gradient Histogram (DoGOGH) feature

in the second stage. Similar to some other state-of-the-art

methods, this proposed approach requires no training phase

and thus computationally inexpensive. Next, the feasibility

study of the proposed method on semi-forensic and real

forensic datasets have been conducted and the results demon-

strate that the proposed method is capable of improving the

retrieval rate accuracy especially at rank-1.
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